Politicians Kill off Aussie Troops

The Letters Editor

The news tells us that Stephen Smith, Minister for Foreign Affairs is among those whose decisions will decide whether or not to send more Australian troops to Afghanistan.

Why is it that these absolutely dumb politicians have no consideration whatsoever for our defence forces, turning them into offensive forces in every stink hole on the planet.

We saw on yesterday’s news a young officer saying about the Afghan troops that they are trying to train into a defence force: “In the middle of an exercise they knock off for prayers and then for lunch”.

Then of course Australia’s best young men have to bear the brunt of the deadly battles with a determined enemy.

This political adventure is like all of the other political disasters that cost young Australian lives. They are wars that can never ever be won.

It is high time to immediately bring all of our troops home from all of the stink holes they are forced to endure by political fools.

In the meantime, PM Rudd is already forecasting more Australian casualties. Anybody who gets you killed is the enemy.
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